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I Life and Exoplanets

1. What is the Drake equation set to estimate?

• The number of other technologically advanced civilization in the universe.
• By making assumptions about the number of stars, planets per star, frequency of
habitability of planets, and conditions needed to grow, get an estimate of potential alien
civilizations.

2. What is the backbone of all reproduction as we know it?

• DNA, which is used as the building block of life and passed on to successive generations.

3. What different methods are used to find exoplanets? What is each sensitive to?

• Direct imaging - good at finding planets around nearby stars where the planet is both
large and far away from the star, but generally also very difficult to do because stars are
so bright.
• Transits - good at finding large planets near their star as they pass in front of it,
causing the light curve from the star to dip.
• Radial velocity - good at finding nearby, massive planets that cuase Doppler shifts
in the star′s emission/absorption lines as the star moves around the barycenter of it and
the massive planet.
• Microlensing - good at finding any planet, but has to have a chance of crossing with a
background star.

4. What′s a star′s“habitable zone”?

• The distance from the star at which a planet would have temperatures we believe are
conducive to life, such as ripe for liquid water formation.
• This is a narrow band.

5. Are exoplanets common?

• Yes!
• The Kepler space mission has discovered thousands.

6. What is a “hot Jupiter”?
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• A star as massive as Jupiter but colser to its host star than Mercury is to the Sun.
• A big mystery as to how such a planet could form or get into this orbit!

II Additional Solar Facts

1. Why does the edge of the Sun look darker than the center?

• By looking at the edge, you are ′t seeing deeply into the Sun.
• Since the top layers are cooler, the edges appear “darker” than the center, where you
peer deeper into the Sun.
• This effect is known as “limb darkening”.

2. What′s the Sun′s photosphere?

• The layer we are able to see, the visibly bright portion of the Sun (before it becomes
too thick for us to see deeper).

3. What are sunspots?

• Cooler regions on the sun due to high magnetic activity supporting them (hence they
can be colder but still receive the same pressure support).
• Can vary greatly in sizes and how long they last.

4. What is the corona? What are coronal mass ejections?
• The corona is the outermost layer of the sun. It is the least dense, but incredibly hot
even though it is farther away.
• The mass ejections when charged particles erupt off the surface and into/past the
corona due to the sun′ magnetic field.
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